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Abstract

Feature matching quality strongly influences the accuracy of most computer vision tasks. This led to impressive advances in keypoint detection, descriptor calculation, and feature matching itself. To compare different approaches and evaluate their quality, datasets from related tasks are used. Unfortunately, none of these datasets actually provide ground truth (GT) feature matches. Thus, matches can only be approximated due to repeatability errors of keypoint detectors and inaccuracies of GT. In this paper, we introduce ground truth matches (GTM) for several well known datasets. Based on the provided spacial ground truth, we automatically generate them using popular feature types. Currently, feature matching evaluation is typically performed using precision and recall. The introduced GTM additionally enable evaluation with accuracy and fall-out. The datasets were manually annotated, on the one hand to evaluate the precision and unambiguousness of the GTM, and on the other hand to determine the accuracy of the ground truth provided with the datasets. Using GTM, we present an evaluation of multiple state-of-the-art keypoint-descriptor combinations as well as matching algorithms.

1. Introduction

Over the last decades, detection, tracking, and matching of distinctive parts of images became key components in computer vision. Keypoints (locations in the image) and descriptors (description of the keypoints’ neighbourhood), together referred to as features, are most commonly used to localize and describe these parts. Image features enable applications such as camera pose estimation [55, 61], object detection and tracking [19], as well as visual localization [39, 48]. Even though “hand-crafted” features tend to be increasingly replaced by learning pipelines (e.g. Yi et al. [72] or Kendall et al. [28]), many real-time algorithms still rely on reliable and accurate feature detection, matching, and tracking. Various camera pose estimation algorithms use image features to estimate and track a camera’s movement. Interesting applications of these algorithms are, among others, navigation for autonomous ground [22] and aerial vehicles [20], augmented reality [46], and structure from motion [24]. The accuracy of e.g. feature-based visual odometry (VO) or visual simultaneous localization and mapping (VSLAM) strongly depends on the quality of feature matches. These matches, however, depend on accurate detection of keypoints, reliable and unique properties of the descriptors, and the feature matching algorithm itself. Especially in real-time applications, such as VO, a trade-off between processing time and accuracy has to be found. Therefore, reliable feature matching quality assessment is crucial.

1.1. Problem Description

A series of useful GT datasets exist to assess the accuracy of feature detection and matching algorithms. Some are explicitly provided for evaluation of feature matching, some address more general applications (see Section 2 for a detailed description). GT is provided by either a global image transform (e.g., homography) or spacial displacements of the pixels (optical flow or disparity). Generating GT feature matches faces two main challenges which can lead to ambiguity. First, it is not guaranteed that for each keypoint in one image a corresponding keypoint in another image exists. Even if the GT provides a potential keypoint location, due to e.g. perspective distortion, occlusions or dynamic areas, a keypoint must not necessarily be found (or exist) there and, as a consequence, a false correspondence could be established. To overcome these challenges, often a threshold is used to define a neighbourhood for valid keypoints around the GT location (see Section 2). This, however, imposes a bias and hinders identification of true negatives (TN). Second, the accuracy of GT itself is limited as only synthetic...
datasets enable a highly accurate identification of matching positions.

1.2. Contribution

We propose a novel method for performance evaluation of feature matching with the focus on, but not limited to, real-time applications such as VO or VSLAM. This includes the generation of highly accurate ground truth matches (publicly available at vitro-testing.com/test-data/gtm) from public benchmark datasets. To summarize, this paper contributes to the research field in several ways:

- A framework for generating ground truth matches is presented and applied on several well known datasets (Section 3).

- Our ground truth matches allow evaluation of descriptors and matchers not only with precision and recall but also with accuracy $\text{ACC} = (TP + TN) / (P + N)$ and fall-out $\text{FPR} = FP / (FP + TN)$.

- We present a run-time and quality evaluation of multiple state-of-the-art keypoint-descriptor combinations as well as matching algorithms using the above metrics and various inlier ratios (Sections 4.4 & 4.5).

- To prove the accuracy and unambiguousness of our GTM, we manually annotated matches on the synthetic dataset Sintel [13] and on the real-world datasets KITTI [47, 21], Oxford introduced by Mikolajczyk et al. [49, 50], and HCI Training [29] (Sections 4.1 & 4.3).

- Finally, using our annotations, we provide the ground truth accuracy of the mentioned datasets (Section 4.2).

2. Related Work

Several frameworks for evaluating the performance of descriptors and matching algorithms exist. Mikolajczyk and Schmid [49] perform an evaluation of local descriptors. They use their own dataset [50, 49] which provides ground truth homographies to calculate $1 - \text{precision}$ and recall. A threshold of 50% on the overlap errors of the image areas used by the descriptors is applied for the calculation of these metrics and the correct correspondences. This threshold leads to a bias as can be seen in their paper where they calculate recall and the number of correct matches for different thresholds. Heinly et al. [23] evaluate keypoint detectors and binary descriptors using SIFT [38] and SURF [7] as a baseline. Descriptors are evaluated by runtime, putative match ratio, matching score, precision, and recall. The tests are performed on multiple datasets (Oxford [50], Strecha et al. [64], and their own), which feature different properties like blur, illumination, and different transformations. All datasets used provide GT information like homographies, 3D, or epipolar geometry. Moreover, they analyze the performance of different detector-descriptor pairings. To identify TP, FP, and FN, necessary to calculate their metrics, a fixed threshold of 2.5 pixels is used, which can lead to a bias in the calculated parameters. Miksik and Mikolajczyk [51] evaluate the runtime of local detectors, descriptors, and the matching process in addition to precision and recall. The experiments are carried out on the Oxford dataset [50] while using queries of all image sequences together for matching. In addition, they add features from a different dataset to simulate a lower inlier ratio. To determine GT correspondences they use the same procedure as in [49]. Furthermore, they analyzed the runtime of real valued descriptors (e.g. SIFT and SURF) utilizing a multiple randomized KD-tree and compared it to the execution time of sequential searches with binary descriptors. Johannson et al. [27] test different detector-descriptor combinations on infrared (IR) datasets. For testing, they generated a new IR image dataset that includes various deformations like view-point, scale, rotation, blur, noise, and downsampling. The results based on recall, $1 - \text{precision}$, and matching score were obtained utilizing the code from [50], which uses a threshold on the overlap error. A quite interesting dataset and benchmark utility for descriptor evaluation was introduced by Lenc et al. [34]. They extract patches from various datasets using positions of a combination of local keypoint detectors and an estimated GT homography. Before a patch is extracted, they apply a small amount of affine jitter to the position from where the patch is extracted to simulate the geometric repeatability error of typical local feature detectors. For benchmarking, a descriptor has to be calculated for every patch. These are evaluated on different sets of patches. Three different evaluation scenarios are addressed: image-to-many-image, image-to-image, and patch classification. For the first and second scenario, the ability of a patch descriptor to retrieve corresponding patches is measured with mean average precision (mAP) of the descriptor distances. The last scenario evaluates the ability of a patch descriptor to discriminate pairs of patches that are in correspondence from non-corresponding ones using a threshold on the descriptor distance. These results are represented using the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) [18] in addition to precision and recall. Madeo and Bober [43] analyze the performance of various binary and a few real valued descriptors with fo-
cuses on mobile applications. They use four different scenarios to test descriptors. Two of them are based on image patches [14, 70, 25, 58], one on the Oxford dataset [50], and one is based on their own recorded test set. The results are represented using recall, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for matching and non-matching Hamming distance distributions, and mAP on a descriptor distance weight based on the ratio of descriptor distances from the closest and second closest match. Moreover, they analyzed the runtime of the evaluated binary descriptors and the behaviour on the results for varying ratio thresholds of the ratio test [38].

In addition to the above mentioned datasets, several important datasets for testing various algorithms in the field of autonomous navigation or vision-based driver assistance systems exist. As many of these algorithms are based on a matching pipeline using salient features, an evaluation on systems exist. As many of these algorithms are based on an evaluation on these datasets is important. A few representatives of the available datasets are KITTI [47, 21], Leuven [32], HCI-Robust [30], Stixel [57], HCl Training [29], and Oxford RobotCar [42]. Some of these are used for evaluations in this paper. Cordes et al. [16, 17] performed an evaluation on the accuracy of the GT data of the Oxford dataset [50] and provide more accurate GT information for it. Furthermore, an additional dataset with GT information is provided.

For specific applications not only the right choice of a descriptor but also of a matching algorithm is important. Thus, Maier et al. [44] test various matching algorithms for vision-based applications, such as Guided Matching based on Statistical Optical Flow (GMbSOF) [44], CasHash [15], hierarchical clustering tree [52], priority search k-means tree [53], SparseVFC [40, 41] in combination with the hierarchical clustering tree, linear matching and Locality Sensitive Hashing [4] from the FLANN library [53], as well as the randomized KD-tree [62]. For testing, they used the KITTI disparity and flow datasets [47] in addition to the Oxford dataset [50] on SIFT features [37, 38] and FAST keypoints [59] with FREAK descriptors [1]. After matching, they perform a ratio test on the results, which are provided using ACC, precision, recall, and FPR over various inlier ratios. Moreover, they provide results on the runtime of the different matching algorithms based on the same datasets. Bejnordi et al. [9] provides a popular Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) benchmark suite to test the performance of ANN matchers. For testing, one thousand randomly extracted queries from a dataset are searched. The results are provided in the form of recall and average query time. Within this benchmark, Malkov and Yashunin [45] are using SIFT [26], GloVe [56], CoPhR [10], and MNIST [33], in addition to their own generated dataset. They compared the following ANN matchers: Hierarchical Navigable Small World graphs (HNSW) [45], FLANN [33], Annoy [8], VP-tree [11], and FALCONN [5].

3. Evaluation Framework

For testing the performance of descriptors and matching algorithms based on different keypoint detectors, we generate Ground Truth Matches (GTM) with reduced correspondence ambiguity from well known datasets that provide GT information (Section 3.1). Besides that, GTM should also cover the weaknesses of detectors, like repeatability errors, for testing applications that depend on keypoint locations and, thus, on the properties of detectors. We use HCI Training 1K flow [29], Oxford [50], and KITTI flow & disparity [47, 21] datasets. KITTI GT is quite sparse, due to the fact that they were created using laser range data. Therefore, a pre-processing step was necessary to allow for a meaningful evaluation. Similar to Maier et al. [44], it fills as many invalid GT pixels (where no laser range data was available) as possible using information of the neighbouring pixels.

To proof the accuracy of our generated GTM (Section 4.1), we developed an annotation framework (Section 3.2) and manually annotated the correspondences within the image pairs.

3.1. Ground Truth Matches

We are tackling the challenges of creating unambiguous GTM (mentioned in Section 1.1) in two ways: First, instead of using a fixed distance threshold for defining a neighbourhood (which could result in missing true correspondences while accepting wrong ones), we estimate a tailored threshold for each image pair separately depending on provided GT information and the used keypoint detector. Second, we perform one forward and multiple backward searches in order to identify correct correspondences and true negatives. As a result, using our GTM requires no additional threshold since the correct correspondences are already provided. Furthermore, since our GTM contain true negatives, an arbitrary inlier ratio can be generated.

Threshold estimation: We extract keypoints in both images and search for correspondences using a nearest neighbour algorithm with an initial search radius of 10 pixels (corresponds to a maximal displacement error of ~5% of the upper bound of the KITTI spacial GT magnitudes). From keypoint positions $x_i^L$ in the left image we calculate search positions $\tilde{x}_i^R$ in the right image with $\tilde{x}_i^R = H x_i^L$ for homographies $H$ or $\tilde{x}_i^R = x_i^L + f_i$ for flow/disparity $f_i$. For every nearest keypoint at position $x_i^R$, $i \in [1, \ldots, n]$ of all $n$ possible correspondences, the spatial distances $d_e = [e_1, \ldots, e_n]$ with $e_i = |\tilde{x}_i^R - x_i^R|$ are calculated. To increase robustness, the upper 20% of distances $d_e$ are ignored for calculating the median distance $\tilde{d}_e$ and its median absolute deviation $\sigma_e$ which are used to reject distances $e_i > \tilde{d}_e + 3.5\sigma_e$. The highest remaining distance equals the radius $t_d$ which encircles the most reasonable candidates (min. $t_d = 3$). For the used datasets, the threshold $t_d$ lies be-
tween 2 and 6.41 pixels. Statistics on \( t_d \) for specific datasets can be found in the supplementary material.

Now we address the core problem of finding unambiguous one-to-one matches within those most reasonable candidates.

**Forward search:** For every left feature \( k^L_i \), the right feature candidates \( k^R_{i,j}, j \in [1, \ldots, n_i] \) at \( t^R \) within the radius \( t_d \) are searched, as can be seen in Figure 1(a). In the case of flow/disparity GT, features at positions without existing GT are rejected. The match with the smallest descriptor distance \( d_{i,1} \) within \( t_d \) is called best potential match. We first ensure global uniqueness by discarding all left features with the same best potential match. We then ensure local uniqueness by performing a ratio test inspired by Lowe [38] and apply a threshold \( t_s \) on the descriptor distance if binary descriptors are used. In detail, if \( d_{i,1} > t_s \) or \( 1.5d_{i,1} > d_{i,j}, j \in [2, \ldots, n_i] \), the feature \( k^L_i \) is rejected (e.g. row 1 in Table 1). We use \( t_s = \alpha_s b \) with binary descriptor size \( b \) in bits and \( 0 \leq \alpha_s \leq 1 \). Empirically, we found \( \alpha_s = 0.3125 \) to be the best.

The forward search is only used to reject left features, as the right features could match different left features or could serve as TN.

**Backward search:** To guarantee uniqueness to nearby correspondences that might be within the local neighbourhood but outside the search radius \( t_d \) of a best potential match (e.g. \( d_4 \) and \( d_7 \) in Figure 1(b)), we perform an enhanced backward search for each matching candidate \( k^R_{i,j} \) within \( t_d \) (e.g. 3 keypoints in Figure 1(a)) of all remaining left features \( k^L_i \). The neighbourhood is defined by the inverse homography \( H^{-1} \) or an interpolated inverse of the flow/disparity \( f \) and \( t_d \). To ensure uniqueness of corresponding features also in the left image, additional ratio tests are performed after the backward search (e.g. row 3 in Table 1). We then perform further ratio tests on the found left neighbours and their best potential matches (e.g. rows 4-5 in Table 1, green arrows in Figure 1(b)). Assuming that for a small spatial neighbourhood the (affine) distortions between corresponding image regions are quite similar, the descriptor distances should be as well. Thus, the descriptor distances of the best matching features within a small spatial neighbourhood were limited to a dynamic maximum value (e.g. rows 6-8 in Table 1) to reject possible false matches. This proved to be an effective method to reject outliers.

The whole search procedure is repeated until the number of features converges.

Figure 1 shows an example of the forward and one backward search, while Table 1 lists the actual conditions which are used to reject features. For simplicity in Figure 1 and Table 1, the first index of right features \( k^R \) and descriptor distances \( d \) was skipped. The backward searches for the remaining neighbours can be found in the supplementary material.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Example of removing the match ambiguity for a single correspondence using forward and backward search. \( k^L \) denotes left and \( k^R \) right features with descriptor distances \( d \). \( t_d \) corresponds to the spatial search radius at the position calculated by the ground truth \( H \). The blue arrows indicate the match under test (best potential match). The red arrows point to spatial nearest neighbours for which their descriptor distance to the query is not the smallest and the green arrows indicate best potential matches of other left features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corr. Fig.</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Rej. features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1(a)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( d_4 &gt; t_s \lor d_3 &lt; 1.5d_4 \lor d_3 )</td>
<td>( k^L_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>( k^R_i \rightarrow k^R_i \land k^R_i \rightarrow k^R_j \neq 1 )</td>
<td>( k^R_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_4 &lt; 1.5d_3 \lor d_4 &gt; d_3 )</td>
<td>( k^R_i, k^R_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_4 &lt; 1.5d_3 )</td>
<td>( k^R_i, k^R_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_5 &lt; 1.5d_6 )</td>
<td>( k^R_i, k^R_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_7 &lt; 1.25 \min(d_1, d_6, d_7) )</td>
<td>( k^L_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_6 &lt; 1.25 \min(d_1, d_6, d_7) )</td>
<td>( k^L_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>( d_7 &lt; 1.25 \min(d_1, d_6, d_7) )</td>
<td>( k^L_i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Conditions to reject features for a single correspondence illustrated in Figure 1.

GTM are publicly available for several datasets at [vitro-testing.com/test-data/gtm](http://vitro-testing.com/test-data/gtm). Our focus is not providing an automatic benchmarking framework, but providing a possible solution to test algorithms with consistent GT to directly compute various well known performance metrics.

### 3.2. Correspondence Annotation

For evaluation of the GTM and datasets in general, we implemented a generic annotation framework for flow, stereo, and homography-based GT datasets. The generated GTM using FAST and SIFT keypoints as well as the original dataset GT are evaluated by applying local patch matching constraints. If the strict constraints are not met, manual user-based annotation is used as fall-back. The framework offers guidance and support for this manual annotation task by providing a clean interface for correspondence annotations and showing difference images of both the original
patches around the initial hypothesis as well as versions with histogram equalization applied to the patch regions. To enable sub-pixel accuracy for manual annotation, we up-scaled the patches and provided the user with functionality for local refinement to achieve accuracies lower than 0.1 pixels. Locality is enforced and perspective/parallax errors are reduced by comparing small-sized patches (48x48 pixels) that are warped by locally estimated or GT (if available) homographies.

Annotating all available GTM of a dataset is unfeasible. Thus, we are estimating a minimal number of samples \( n_{min} \) that are necessary to get a meaningful result. It is estimated using the well known equation \[ n_{min} = \frac{\bar{z}^2 p (1-p)}{\epsilon^2 \sigma^2} \] with the number of GTM \( n_o \) within the entire dataset, an error range \( \epsilon_s \), estimated error ratio \( p \), and the statistical standard score \( z \). In addition, a minimum of 10 samples was annotated within one image pair. We used \( z = 1.96 \) which corresponds to a confidence level of 95\%. As the error ratio \( p \) is not known in the beginning, it is set to a worst case value of \( p = 0.5 \) and updated for the first time after a few annotations \( n_o \) depending on the size \( n_o \). Further updates on \( p \) are performed after the annotation of every single image pair. The error range \( \epsilon_s \) was set according to \( p \). For \( p \geq 0.02 \), we used an error range of \( \epsilon_s = 0.01 \) and otherwise \( \epsilon_s = p/2 \). We treat a match as defective, if the distance from the annotated position to the keypoint position of a match is larger than \( t_d \) used for generating the GTM. Thus, the number of defective matches \( n_m \) is used to estimate \( p = n_m/n_o \). The typically used sample size \( n_s \approx 2.5n_{min} \) and the samples are chosen randomly.

### 4. Results

In this section, we present results on the precision of annotations (Section 4.1), an accuracy evaluation of public available datasets (Section 4.2), an evaluation of the accuracy and unambiguity of the GTM (Section 4.3), and a performance and runtime analysis of state-of-the-art keypoint-descriptor combinations (Section 4.4) and various state-of-the-art matching algorithms (Section 4.5) in terms of ACC, precision, recall, and FPR over different inlier ratios ranging from 1\% to 100\% using our GTM.

### 4.1. Accuracy of Annotations

To check the accuracy of the annotation itself, we annotated the synthetic dataset Sintel [13] using the FAST detector and achieved accuracies typically below 0.1 pixels (median). Details are listed in Table 2 using median \( \bar{d}_a \), mean \( d_a \), standard deviation \( \sigma_e \), lower quartile \( Q_1 \), upper quartile \( Q_3 \), minimum, and maximum distances from the annotated positions to the synthetic GT. Moreover, the automatic annotation achieves higher accuracy than the manual annotation which confirms the applicability of the used local patch matching constraints. The small error ratio \( p \) (see Table 2) stems from 20 manual annotations for which the annotation error was above the threshold \( t_d \). A few of such incorrect annotations are also part of the annotation results described in Section 4.2, but the larger portion contributing to the value of \( p \) is caused by errors of the underlying original GT (like KITTI). Table 2 also lists the accuracy of the GTM which is typically below 1 pixel (median of 0.5 pixels). This inaccuracy is mainly caused by small repeatability errors of the detector and the missing sub-pixel accuracy of the FAST detector. For the Sintel dataset, not a single wrong match of the GTM was found as the underlying GT has no errors. This shows the effectiveness of our algorithm to generate unambiguous GTM.

### 4.2. Ground Truth Accuracy

We evaluated the accuracy of multiple existing datasets using the annotation framework: KITTI 2012 [21], KITTI 2015 [47], Oxford [50], and HCI Training 1K flow [29] dataset. KITTI and Oxford were chosen due to their popularity and HCI represents a new dataset with a high test case coverage. KITTI and HCI provide, among others, GT for stereo and flow, Oxford provides homographies.

Table 3 summarizes key statistical accuracy values from the evaluation and Figure 2 shows histograms of the measured error distributions.

All datasets offer GT with median errors \( d_{GT} < 1.6 \text{ pix} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>GTM Descr</th>
<th>( d_{GT} ) mean</th>
<th>( d_{GT} ) 96%</th>
<th>Occ./%</th>
<th>( p )</th>
<th>( n_o )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRU F</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>9739</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 15 F</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>FREAK</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>15.409</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>2373</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 15 D</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>33.711</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>2678</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 12 D</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>18.561</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>2556</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford wall</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>15.340</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>2361</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxford graff.</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>67.795</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>2354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 12 D</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.485</td>
<td>62.249</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>2901</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 15 D</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.597</td>
<td>20.042</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>2484</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITTI 15 F</td>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>SIFT</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>27.939</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>2354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Accuracy of annotations measured using the synthetic dataset Sintel [13].
The typical accuracies of KITTI datasets are better than 1 pixel and the HCI dataset even achieves 1/4 of a pixel although its resolution is much larger offering more than six times the number of pixels per frame as compared to the KITTI datasets.

The Sintel accuracy test in Section 4.1 shows that the used annotation framework introduces a median error of about 0.1 pixels for automatic annotations and 0.25 for manual annotations. A larger portion of all annotations were done automatically so that all median error values are more than two times as high as the annotation’s framework accuracy thus creating a reliable comparison of the evaluated GT.

4.3. GTM accuracy

To test the accuracy of our GTM, we used the presented annotation framework of Section 3.2. The annotations were performed using the datasets KITTI 2015 flow and disparity [47], KITTI 2012 disparity [21], and the sequences “wall”, “graffity” and “bark” from the Oxford dataset [30].

Table 4 shows the results for these annotations. Compared to the median distances $d_a^{GT}$ from annotated positions to the GT (Section 4.2), the GTM accuracy $d_a^{GTM}$ is approximately within the same range. The difference $\Delta d_a = d_a^{GTM} - d_a^{GT}$ of the GTM median error $d_a^{GTM}$ to the GT median error $d_a^{GT}$ of annotations using FAST keypoints is slightly worse for KITTI datasets than for annotations using SIFT features as can be seen in Table 4. This can be traced back to a better repeatability of the SIFT detector. For the Oxford dataset, on the contrary, typically a lower error is achieved using the keypoints from the GTM compared to the underlying GT. This is caused by the relatively large error of the GT, which is often compensated by the GTM as a result of the filtering procedures described in Section 3.1. For GT errors $d_a^{GTM} > \tilde{d}_d$ most matches are correctly rejected as their descriptor distances are too large. Some, however, remain classified as good matches. To verify the matchability of such matches, their precision, which is calculated using SIFT descriptors and sequential search, is compared to those with $d_a^{GTM} \leq \tilde{d}_d$ and $\tilde{d}_d = \min(\tilde{d}_d, 4)$. In general, the precision decreases with higher distance to the annotated positions but does not drastically drop to zero (i.e., many of these matches are still matchable) taking into account the extremely reduced number of GTM for $d_a^{GTM} > \tilde{d}_d$. Table 4 lists the calculated precisions of matches grouped by their GT errors $d_a^{GTM}$ as well as the precision of occluded matches. This confirms the enforced uniqueness for GTM which also holds for most false matches that are a result of inaccurate original GT.

To check the influence of the descriptor type for GTM generation, we generated and annotated the GTM using SIFT descriptors in addition to FREAK descriptors for the KITTI 2015 flow and Oxford “wall” datasets. As can be seen in Table 3, the median distances for SIFT descriptors are slightly higher (approx. 0.1 pixel) than for FREAK descriptors. This is within the uncertainty of the annotation described in Section 4.1. Moreover, the fraction of occluded correspondences and the error ratio $p$ (see Table 3) are significantly higher using SIFT descriptors. This is due to the fact that in contrast to using binary descriptors (like FREAK), no thresholding is performed on the SIFT descriptor distances. Thus, for small GT errors, the choice of the descriptor type has no influence on the GTM. To reduce the influence of higher GT errors on the GTM, thresholding on the descriptor distance is favorable, which is performed by default in our GTM generation (see Section 3.1).

![Figure 2. Density over the pixel distances from annotated positions to the GT (error) for (a) HCI flow, (b) KITTI 2015 flow, (c) KITTI 2015 disparity, and (d) KITTI 2012 disparity. The annotated positions are based on randomly selected matches of the GTM using FAST keypoints. Additional results can be found in the supplementary material.](image-url)
4.4. Evaluations on Descriptors

We tested various keypoint-descriptor pairings in terms of ACC, precision, recall, and FPR in addition to the runtime using our GTM generated on the datasets KITTI 2015 flow & disparity [47] and Oxford [50]. For matching we used the linear matching algorithm from the FLANN library [53]. Evaluations are performed using the following descriptors: KAZE [2], AKAZE [3], BOLD [6], BRISK [35], DAISY [65], FREAK [1], LATCH [36], ORB [60], RIFF [71], SIFT [38], BGM-Bilinear [69], BGM-Hard [69], BGM [69], LBGM [69], BinBoost [67, 68] with a descriptor size of 64 bits, 128 bits, and 256 bits, in addition to the VGG descriptor [63] with a descriptor size of 48 bits, 64 bits, 80 bits, and 120 bits. These descriptors are tested using the following keypoint detectors: SIFT [38], KAZE [2], AKAZE [3], MSD [66], FAST [59], BRISK [35], and ORB [60]. We used the OpenCV [12] implementations with default configurations of all mentioned detectors and descriptors except RIFF and BOLD. For those, the code provided by the authors was used. For BGM, BGM-Hard, BGM-Bilinear, LBGM, and all variants of BinBoost and VGG the parameters were tuned according to the keypoint type.

**Descriptor Quality:** We tested all possible combinations of keypoints and descriptors mentioned above. Unfortunately, some descriptors are incompatible with a few keypoints (see Table 5). All descriptors are tested with varying inlier ratios ranging from 1% to 100%. For each inlier ratio and dataset the average ACC, precision, recall, and FPR over all image pairs in a dataset is estimated. For evaluations on the Oxford dataset [50] all possible image pair combinations (15) are used.

Table 5 shows the mean ACC for every keypoint-descriptor combination. For every value shown in Table 5, the average is calculated over the mean ACC of every tested inlier ratio and the datasets KITTI 2015 flow and disparity [47] in addition to the sequences “bark”, “bikes”, “boat”, “graffiti”, “JPEG”, “light”, and “wall” of the Oxford dataset [50]. We are using the mean ACC values in Table 5, as ACC enables to quantify the closeness of an algorithm’s output to the true solution. For most descriptors, SIFT keypoints are the best choice in terms of ACC as can be seen in Table 5. For a high recall, AKAZE keypoints deliver better results and for a high precision MSD or SIFT keypoints should be used. Moreover, the choice of the keypoint detector and descriptor depends on the underlying data. For KITTI flow and disparity [47], AKAZE keypoints deliver the best results for most descriptors in terms of ACC and recall. Our evaluations showed that FAST and ORB keypoints perform worst independent of the used dataset. One exception is the ORB descriptor which performs best with ORB keypoints for most datasets.

**Descriptor Runtime:** The descriptor runtimes are evalu-
on the image characteristics and keypoint type. For SIFT, ORB, FREAK and RIFF descriptors $t_o \gg t_f$. For RIFF, AKAZE, KAZE, BRISK, and DAISY, a high variance in $t_f$ could be observed over the tested image pairs and keypoint detectors.

### 4.5. Matching Quality & Runtime Evaluations

We tested the following matching algorithms in terms of runtime in addition to ACC, precision, recall, and FPR: GMbSOF [44] (GM), HNSW [45] (HN) from the NMSLIB [54], linear matching (LI) from the FLANN library [53], Small World sequences “bark”, “boat”, “graffiti”, and “wall”. Figure 3 shows an example of these evaluations. Most matchers support real valued descriptors but only a few, like GM, LI, and HN are capable of matching binary descriptors. HN performs similar to LI in terms of matching quality although it is an ANN matching algorithm. Comparing their runtime (see Figure 4), HN is orders of magnitudes faster than LI. This shows the impressive improvements on ANN algorithms in the last years. GM and HN have similar ACC for real valued descriptors but GM outperforms HN using binary descriptors. Typically, GM provides better results in terms of recall but slightly worse results for precision. The reason for this is the completely different matching approach, as GM constrains the search space by utilizing spatial statistics from a small subset of pre-matched and filtered correspondences [43].

Time measurements are performed for the above mentioned matching algorithms and each image pair of the entire KITTI 2015 disparity, flow, and Oxford “wall” datasets separately. An example of the results is shown in Figure 4. GM is fast for a large amount of features but is outperformed by most other matching algorithms for a number of features smaller than 500. For small numbers of features and real valued descriptors, VP is the fastest followed by HN which outperforms VP at higher feature numbers due to a smaller gradient (see Figure 4b). Thus, the right choice of a matching algorithm depends on the underlying data including the expected inlier ratio and if a high recall or precision is desired. For most datasets, GM, HN, and VP give the best results in terms of processing time and matching quality.

### 5. Conclusion

We presented a method to generate ground truth matches (GTM) based on the original ground truth of well known datasets. The GTM provide unambiguous and correct correspondences in addition to a user specific inlier ratio for testing various vision based algorithms like descriptors or feature matchers. Tests on keypoint-descriptor combinations showed that modern binary descriptors achieve comparable results in terms of quality but significantly lower processing times compared to real valued descriptors. The best results were achieved using SIFT, AKAZE, and MSD keypoints while FAST and ORB performed worst independent of the used dataset. For matching descriptors, GMbSOF, HNSW and the VP-tree achieved the best results in terms of processing time and matching quality but their performance differs depending on the number of features, dataset, and the expected inlier ratio. Annotations showed that the HCI Training 1K flow dataset provides the highest GT accuracy followed by KITTI.
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